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Derwent’s largest
colour range
(126 colours)

Firm, for a strong point

Waxy texture

3 SECOND SELL

ARTISTS
Firm point and extensive colour range for detailed light layering

ARTISTS
PENCILS

Firm point and
extensive colour
range for detailed
light layering.

Texture Firm

Wax-based

Core size 4mm

No. of colours in range 126

Lightfast* 79%

Blendable 3

Erasable: 2

Colour intensity 3

Layering 4

Point strength 5

Available individually and in tins and wooden boxes

RANGE
FEATURES

*Lightfast, colours remain the same for 100 years under museum conditions

COLOUR PENCIL

1
DERWENT’S LARGEST
COLOUR RANGE

Derwent Artists Pencils are available in 126 colours; 120 
in the core range, and an additional palette of blacks and 
whites designed for blending and creating complemen-
tary tones and highlights in a variety of warm and cool 
tones. 
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“I like the individual colours and marks I use to be 
evident in the � nished work and with the Artists 

range I feel I have a great deal of control over how 
much colour is put down at any time. Derwent 
Artists pencils are perfect for me - the range of 
colours is superb, the barrels are a good size and 

very comfortable for sustained use.”

Malcolm Cudmore - Professional Artist
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3
WAXY TEXTURE

Derwent Artists Pencils have a waxy texture. Colours 
can be applied in many delicate layers to achieve 
excellent transparent layering effects.

Ideal for landscapes, en plein air, animals, urban and 
natural world drawings.

2 FIRM, FOR A STRONG POINT

Derwent Artists Pencils are the longest standing pencil 
in the current range, having been made in Cumbria since 
1930, and remain a � rm favourite amongst many artists.

This pencil range features a � rm core that won’t break 
under pressure. A wide core strip allows naturally broad 
strokes and strong lines, while a consistent sharp point 
is ideal for � ner detail.
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